
The Zeppelin 
by Anthony Camilleri 

An airship or dirigible is a bouyant aircraf that can be steered and propelled through 
the air. They stay afloat by means of a cavity filled with gas of lesser density than the 
surrounding atmosphere. They were the first aircraft to make controlled, powered flight. 
ZEPPELIN is a type of dirigible, more specifically a type of rigid airship pioneered 
by German Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin, whose name it derived, in the early 2Q1h 

century. Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin became interested in constructing a 'dirigible 
airship' after the Franco-Prussian War of 1870/1871 when he witnessed the use of 
French balloons during the Siege of Paris. He started working on various designs shortly 
after leaving the military. He eventually purchased the rights to the designs of Croatian 
inventor David Schwartz after the inventor died suddenly before successfully flying. 

His first aircraft drew heavily on Schwartz's design. Due to the outstanding success 
of the Zeppelin design, the term Zeppelin in casual use came to refer to all rigid airships. 

Construction of the first Zeppelin airship, th LZ1 (for "Luftschiff (Airship) Zeppelin'') 
began in 1899 and the first experimental flight occurred on 2nd July, 1900 over the 
Bodensee, in the Bay of Manzell, Friedrichshafen lasting only 18 minutes. Many more 
airships followed and these were used for passenger transport and military purposes. 

The DELAG (Deutsch Luftschiffahrt -AG) which can be considered the first 
commercial airline, served scheduled flights well before World War I and after the 
outbreak of the conflict, the German Military made extensive use of Zeppelins as 
bombers and scouts. 

The German defeat halted the business temporarily, but under the guidance of Hugo 
Eckner, the successor of the deceased count, civilian Zeppelins experienced a renaissance 
in the 1920s. With the completion and delivery to the USA of LZ 126 in 1924, the 
Zeppelin Company reasserted its lead in rigid airship construction. It was in 1928 with 
the construction of LZ 127 'GRAF ZEPPELIN' and later LZ 129 'HINDENBURG: that 
the golden age of the Zeppelin aviation really started, operating regularly transatlantic 
flights. 

The Zeppelin used to operate from Friedrichshafen, Germany, to North and South 
America. As it did not visit Malta, all airmal from Malta to America had to travel by air 
and then by train to Berlin and finally to Friedrichshafen. The first time on which Malta 
airmail was accepted was the third flight of the Zeppelin to South America on 1 '1 July 
1933. 

Prior to this mail franked with Malta stamps were further franked with Italian or 
German adhesives. Other letters from Malta are known to have been flown on the 
Zeppelins in 1933, 1934, 1935 and 1936. A few foreign letters are also known to have 
reached Malta after being flown on the Zeppelins. 

The postage for letters and postcards was, for every 5 grams, 2s 4d to Brazil and 2s 9d 
to Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay. 
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DER DEUTSCHEN BUNDESPOST 

Sonderpostwertzeichen 

Ferdinand von Zeppelin 

R Postdienst 
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75tq Anniversary of the death of Ferdinand von Zeppelin 
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Count FERDINAND ADOLF AUGUST HEINRICH von ZEPPELIN was born in Constance on the 
8th July 1838. In 1899 the ex Gennan Anny officer together with engineer Theodor Kober were 
instrumental in the manufacturing of the first ever airship - L.Z.l - made of lightweight aluminum 
which ascended in the air for the first time on the 2nd July 1900. The prototype Zeppelin was driven by 
two 15 HP Daimler internal combustion engines each rotating two propellers. It was about 420 feet long 
and 38 feet in diameter. The hydrogen gas capacity totaling 399,000 cubic feet was kept in 17 gas cells 
covered in rubberized cloth. In 1908 he established at Friedrichshafen the Zeppelin Foundation for the 
development of aerial navigation and the manufacturing of airships. The first commercialized Zeppelin 
service started in 1910 and the first airships made bombing raids over London in the First World War. 
In the 1930s airship travel became fashionable as the Gennan crafts- known as "flying hotels" - wafted 
passengers across the Atlantic. The longest scheduled flights were from Frankfurt to Rio de Janeiro. The 
Zeppelin flights to South America took five days as against five weeks by ship. 
Count von Zeppelin died in Berlin on the 8th March 1917. 
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Dr. Hugo Eckener 

-·-
After World War One HUGO ECKENER (10/8/1868- 14/8/1954) succeeded count Ferdinand v6n Zeppelin who had 
first pioneered the Zeppelin line of rigid airships and had died on the glh March 1917, as chairman of the Zeppelin 
Company. He kept the Zeppelin factory of Friedrichshafen on the lake of Konstanz in Wurttenburg in southern Germany 
from being retooled to produce other, and likely more profitable products. 
He supervised the construction of Graf Zeppelin, the most successful rigid airship ever built and captained it on most of 
its record setting flights including the first flight around the world by airship in 1929 which took three weeks and also 
made a Polar flight in 1931. 
A master of publicity as well as a master airship captain Eckener used the Graf Zeppelin to establish the Zeppelin as a 
symbol of German pride and engineering. 
During his many years as head of airship operations Eckener always made safety his absolute priority. His safety 
orientations had results under Eckener' s leadership, the Company had a perfect safety record with no passenger ever 
sustaining serious injury on any of the more than one million air miles that the rigid airship flew. 
With the rise of Nazi Germany cante the nationalization of the Zeppelin operation. The Nazis replaced Eckener, who 
hated their leader Adolf Hitler, with men who were compliant with their wishes. Seeking to please the Nazi regime these 
newly promoted air-ship-men did not always follow Eckener's well proven safety procedures. Many blame that the 
reduced focus on safety led to theHindenburgdisaster in 1937. 
After the destruction of the Hindenburg the rigid airship fell from favour and Eck en er receded into the shadows. He died 
in 1954 at the age of 86. 
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The LZ 127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" is considered the finest airship ever built. It flew more miles than 
any airship had done to that time or would in future. It was named after the pioneer of airships, 
Ferdinand von Zeppelin who held the rank of'graf or count in the German nobility. 
L.Z 127 took to the air for the first time on the 18th September 1928 and with a total of776 feet in 
length was the largest airship up to that time. It was powered by 5 Mayback 550 HP engines that ran 
on a new ~pe of fuel called "Biau gas" and could carry a load of 60 metric tonnes. 
On the 12 October 1928 L.Z 127 inaugurated its first long range voyage across the Atlantic 
completing the journey of 8050 kilometres in 81 hours 2 minutes. The return flight from Lakehurst to 
Germany took place on 28th October 1928 arriving in Frankfurt on I'' November 1928. 
In August 1929 L.Z.127 circled the globe, the entire voyage taking 2ldays, 5 hours and 31 minutes. 
It also made a Polar flight in 1931. 
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In October 1933 the "GrafZeppelin" made an appearance at the "Century ofProgress" World's Fair 
in Chicago. 
During the ten years the "GrafZeppelin" flew it made 590 flights including 144 ocean crossings. It 
flew more than one million miles and carried 13,110 passengers. 
After the Hindenburg disaster public faith in the security of dirigibles was shattered and flying 
passengers in hydrogen filled vessels became intolerable. L.Z 127 "GrafZeppelin" was retired one 
month past the disaster and turned into a museum. In March 1940 Hermarm Goring the German Air 
minister ordered the dismantling of the remaining dirigibles and the aluminium parts were fed into 
the German war industry. 



Round world tour by LZ 127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" sponsored by American press tycoon William 
Randolph Hearst who requested the tour to officially start in Lakehurst. Starting there on gth August 
1929, GrafZeppelin guided by Hugo Eckner, flew across the Atlantic back to Friedrichshafen. She 
stopped there to refuel before continuing across vast Siberia to another stop in Tokyo. From Japan 
the Graf Zeppelin continued across the Pacific to San Francesco before heading south to stop at 
Los Angeles. This was the first ever non-stop flight of any aircraft across the Pacific Ocean. The 
ship continued thence across the United States, over Chicago and back to Lakehurst on 28th August 
1929. 
Arrived back in Friedrichshafen on 41h September 1929. 
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The Graf Zeppelin practicing a water landing on the Bodensee 
(Lake Constance) in preparation for the 1931 polar flight. 

24th-31st July 1931 trip to the Arctic 

In 1931 the Graf undertook yet another amazing flight, this 
time to the north e rn Polar region. This lesser known flight 
was a scientific f l ight whose principal purpose was to explore 
a nd conduct a massive aerial survey and mapping of the Russian 
Arctic. One of the achievements of the flight was the water 
landing to meet and exchange mail with the Russian ice-breaker 
MAL YGUIN . 

The d i stinctive Polarfahart cachet 



L.Z 127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" meets the Russian icebreaker MAL YGUIN in the Arctic. 

Between 24th and 31 '1 July 1931 the GrafZeppelin was on an Arctic flight. The pilot was 
Hugo Eckner, Lincoln Ellsworth was the navigator and a Professor Somoilovich was an 
observer. They traveled some 8000 miles with a flight time of 132 hours. 
On July 27th they had a mail exchange with the Russian ice-breaker MAL YGUIN on 
which the Italian aeronautical engineer and Arctic explorer Umberto Nobile was a guest. 
The rendezvous took place at Hooker Island, located in the Franz Josef group of Islands. 
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26 t h October 1933 - L.Z. 127 'Graf Zeppelin' hovering over the 
Century of Progress International Exposition 

After circling Lake Michigan near the Exposition for two 
hours, Commander Hugo Echener landed the 776 foot airship 
at the nearby Curtis-Wright Airport in Glenview. It remained 
on the ground for twenty five minutes (1.00pm to 1.25pm) 

----CtiHTUilY o; PtaQ ... t• 
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Commemorative cachets used for the Exposition flight 



L.Z. 12 7 "GRAF ZEPPELI S" and gondola 

L.Z. 127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" parked in ha nger 
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L.Z. 127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" being moored outside hanger 
Inset Hugo Eckener "GRAF ZEPPELIN" pilot 

L.Z. 127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" moored at mast 



Inset Paul von Hindenburg, President of Germa n y from 1925 to 1934 

In 1936 the Zeppelin Company with the financial aid of Nazi Germany built the L.Z. 129 "HINDENBURG ". Named after 
Paul von Hindenburg (1847-1934} the late President of Germany, the German passenger airship measured 803.8 feet in 
length, was 135 feet at its widest point and weighted approximately 242 tons. Its lightweight framework known as 
duralumin was at first intended for filling with non flammable helium gas instead of flammable hydrogen but the 
embargo by the United States because of the looming war prevented German access to the required large quantities of 
helium, and the Hindenburg was fatefully converted to a hydrogen design. It had four 1200 HP Mercedes Benz engines 
that could power it at a speed of 84.4 miles per hour and came complete with numerous sleeping quarters, a library, 
dining room, and a magnificent lounge with a grand piano and large windows. It had a crew of 61 and cabins for 72 
passengers in luxurious comfort. 
The "Hindenburg" took to the air on 4"' March 1936 and on 6"' May inaugurated its first transatlantic flight from Europe 
to the United States, the trip taking 60 hours with the return trip taking less. 
The majestic airships "Hindenburg" and "Graf Zeppelin" were emblazoned with the swastika on their vertical fins and 
flown on many propaganda flights, showing off the power of the Nazi movement. 
On I" August 1936 the ''Hindenburg" was present at the opening ceremony of the eleventh modem Olympic Games in 
Berlin. Moments before the arrival of AdolfHitler the airship crossed over the Olympic Stadium trailing the Olympic flag 
from its tail. 
During 1936, its first year of commercial operation, the Hindenburg flew 191,583 miles carrying 2,798 passengers and 
160 tons of freight and mail. In that year the ship made 17 round trips across the Atlantic Ocean with I 0 trips to the 
United States and 7 to Brazil. It also completed a record Atlantic double- crossing in 5 days, 19 hours and 51 minutes in 
July. 
On 6"' May 1937 at 7.35pm the "Hindenburg" with commander Max Pruss at the helm had just crossed the Atlantic after 
taking off from Frankfurt two and a half days prior on its first transatlantic voyage of the season. Thirty-six passengers 
and a crew of sixty-one were on board. As it reached its final destination in New Jersey, it hovered over its landing spot 
and was beginning to he pulled down to the ground by landing lines by over 200 crew men when disaster struck. A small 
burst of flame started just forward of the upper fin, then blossomed into an inferno that quickly engulfed the airship. 
Thirteen passengers, twenty-two crewmen and one civilian on the ground lost their lives in the space of 37 seconds. Its 
destruction seen by horrified spectators in New Jersey marked the end of the commercial use of airships. 
Germany had constructed one more large airship, the "GRAF ZEPPEUN !/" which flew on 14"' September 1938. 
However the start of World War II, coupled with the disaster that had befallen the Hindenburg earlier, kept this airship 
out of commercial service. It was scrapped in May l 940. 
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Airships L.Z. 129 "HINDENBURG" and L.Z.127 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" 
flying over Friedrichshafen and Lake Constance 

Airships L.Z. 129 "HINDENBURG" and L.Z.l27 "GRAF ZEPPELIN" 
moored near their respective hangers 



The Olympiafahrt cachet 

On August 1st the "HINDENBURG" was present at the opening 
ceremonies of the 1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin. Moments 
before the arrival of Adolf Hitler, the airship crossed over 
the Olympic Stadium, trailing the Olympic Flag from its 
gondola. 
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Picture postcard carried on the 'HINDENBURG' on its first flight 
on March 29 1936. 
The German airmail issued stamp is tied with the airship onboard 
cancel. These cards were later sold to the public to raise funds 
to help finance the Zeppelin Company . 

HINOENBURG DISASTER 
1937- 40th ANNIVERSARY- 1977 

NATIONAL POSTAGE STAMP SHOW 
NEW YORK COLISEUM -NOV. 16·20, 1977 

OFFICIAL COVER 

On Ma y 6, 1937 the German Zeppelin "HINDENBURG" L.Z. 129 caught 
fire while approaching a mooring mast at Lakehurst Naval Air 
Station, New Jersey. The flames first appeared near the tail and 
within 37 seconds completely engulfed the ship. 
Of the 97 people on board, 35 and one ground crew member were 
killed. 



L.Z. 129 "HINDENBURG" in flight 

On May 6, 1937 the German Zeppelin 
HINOENBURG I.Z-129 caught tire while 

approaching a mooring mast at Lakehurst 
Naval Air Station New Jersey. The names 
ftrst appeared near the tall and within 37 
seconds completely engulfed the ship. Of 

the 97 people an board, 35 were killed and 
one ground crew member was killed. 

MAY 30, 1981' 

FINDLAY OH 41140 

50th anniversary cover of the "HIN DENBURG"s disaster 
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MALTA 

Zeppelin Mail 

1933 (1st- 1 2th July) - 3rd South America Flight 

MIT LUFTSCHIFF ,GRAF ZEPPELIN" 

'1.eo . 

VALLEnA 

(~~f 

Par Avion 

r . o mei%er 

ox )'1 

Gurity e. - -ar: 
;raeil . 

MIT LUFTSCHIFF ,GRAF ZEPPELIN'' 

Registered cover to CURITYBA/PARANA (Brazil) franked with the 
K.G. V 2/7 t d stamps cancelled by the G.P.O./MALTA/JU 26 33 dater. 
By air to Roma/28.6.33, endorsed on 1st July by the Friedrichshafen 
handstamp and also having confirmation 'gondola' cachet of the 
3rd South America Flight applied in blue. 
PARANA-CORREIO AEREO-CURITIBA/-7.V11.33 arrival datestamp on front 



MALTA 

1933 (1st - 12th July) - 3rd South America Flight 

ith Airship Graf Zeppelin 
=================-======== 
Friedrichshafen-Buenos A 
======= 

1 1Q - 33 
LU~TI<~IIR;..W.~ Zf:P!'HIN 
3. SODAMtR!KArAHRT 

Mr . Rober1n P o m m e r 

C.HAMF.CHFR 

Cover to BUENOS AIRES (Argentina) handed at ~~eh P.O. with K.G.V 2/9d stamps 
affixed to be forwarded 'under cover to the P.M.G. in Malta' who on receiving 
it endorsed it, cancelled the Maltese stamps with the AIR MAIL/MALTA/2 JUN 1933 
datestamp, gave it a Ref. No. g.P.O. ~alta Ret. 7778/33 and sent it back to 
Germany via RQ~a/-3 6.33.18, taxed 7 30c in manuscript, Ventimiglia/-5 6.33.16, 
Paris R.P./6.~ -9-6 1933. Endorsed at Friedrichshafen on 1st July 1933 and 
confirmation of 3rd South America Flight 'gondola' cachet in blue. 
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MALTA 

1933 (5th- 15th August) - 4th South America Flight 

llit Luftschiff 11 Graf zevpelin" nach SUd-.Amerika. 

RI 

Registered cover to RIO de JANEIRO (Brazil) franked with the K.G. V 
2/7!d stamps cancelled by the G.P.O. / MALTA / JY 29 33 datestamp. 
Italian transit marks Roma & Firenze 31.7.33 and Milano 1-8 . 33. 
On 5th August endorsed at Friedrichshafen where it also received 
the appropriate cachet in red orange of the 4th South America Flight. 
TARDE-RI0-5! SECCA0-2AT. /-9.Vl ll.33 arrival datestamp on reverse. 
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MALTA 

1933 (2nd- 12th September) - 6th South America Flight 

ltd UPU Malta Post Card addressed to RECIFE/PERNAMBUCO (Brazil) 
franked with additional K.G.V 4d and 2/- stamps, cancelled with 
the violet AIR MAIL/MALTA/25 AUG 1933 rubber datestamp. 
By air to ROMA/31.8.33 as per backstamp, onwards to Germany where 
it was endorsed at FRIEDRICHSHAFEN/2.9.33 together with confir
mation of the 6th South America Flight 'balloon' cachet in black. 
PERNAMBUCO- 4~- SECCAO- TARDE/-5.1X.33 arrival datestamp on front. 
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MALTA 

1933 (14th October- 2nd November) - 9th South America Flight 
Known also as "Century of Progress" Flight 

R\ VALLETTA 

(W'if 

Registered postcard addressed to FRIEDRICHSHAFEN (Germany) franked 
wi t h the K.G.V 6/ld Maltese stamps cancelled with the circular 
AIR MAIL/MALTA/10 OCT 1933 violet rubber datestamp. 
Flown on the Graf Zeppelin return trip from South America. 
By air via Roma/12.10.33 and endorsed at Friedrichshafen on the 
14 t h October 1933 together with confirmation of the 9th South 
America Flight 'Triangular' cachet in red. 
FR I EDRICHSHAFEN (BODENSEE)/·2.11.33-8 special green cachet applied 
on its return back to Germany. 



MALTA 

1934 (23rd June- 6th July) - _ 3rd South America (ARGENTINA) Flight 

MIT LUFTSCHIFF ,GRAF ZEPPELIN" 
by German Airmail 

Registered 

Mr. H· Sohneiker, 
BOx 294, 

Curi tyba Para.na 

B:t>aSil 

Registered cover addressed to CURITIBA/PARANA (Brazil) franked with 
K.G.V 3/- stamp cancelled by AIR MAIL/MALTA/19 JUN 1934 rubber 
datestamp. Manuscript Reference No. ~alia 1404134 in red ink. 
Transit Roma/21.6.34, Milano/22 & 23.6.34. 
Endorsed at Friedrichshafen on the 23rd June 1934 together with 
confirmation of ARGENTINIENFAHRT cachet in violet. 
PARAN A - CORREIO AEREO - CURITIBA/ 30. V 1. 34 arrival dates tamp. 
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MALTA 

193 4 (1s t - 11t h Sep te mber ) - 7th Sou t h Ame r ic a Fl i ght 

VIA ZEPPELIN 
FRIEDRIC:HSHAFEN 

BY AIR MAIL 
r'!IR AVION 

Bla n k card addressed to RECIFE/PERNAMBUCO (Brazil) franked with 
K. G. V 2/S t d stamps cancelled by the violet AIR MAIL/MALTA/27 AUG 1934 
rub ber datestamp . Endorsed at Friedrichshafen on 1st September 1934 
to ge ther wi t h confirmat ion of the 7th South America Flight cachet: 
' *DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST c EUROPA-SUDAMERIKA' applied in red. 
Let t er "c" in outer r im of cachet indicates Friedrichshafen dispatch. 
Bac kstamped ROMA * DISTRIBUZIONE/29.Vlll 34-Xll transit mark and 
PER NAMBUCO- 4! SECCAO- TARDE/-4 1X.34 arrival datestamp. 



MALTA 
1934 (13th- 23rd October ) - lO t h South Amer ica Flight 

Ca r d addressed to RECIFE/PERNAMEUCO (Braz i l) franked with 2/S! d 
K.G. V stamps cancelled wi t h AIR MAIVMALTA/26 SEP 1934 dat es t a mp. 
Sent via Italy to St uttgart/6.10.34 f or departure by Luf thansa 
DLH catapult service going by airplane vi a Gambi a and Na t a l. 
Red flight cachet wi th 'STAR ' symbol used at St ut tgart appli ed . 
However po s t officers read i ng the r outing i nst r uct i ons at th e t op 
forwarded the card to Friedr i chshafen/13.10.34 to connect a week 
later with the zeppelin se r vi ce to South Amer i ca . 
Here another red flight cachet wit h the 'b' symbol tha t was us ed 
at Friedri chshafen was aga in appl i ed bef ore boa rding t he z eppelin . 
RECIFE (PER.) - 4a. SECCAO - NOTT E/16. X.34 a rr iva l date s t a mp. 

2- 1934, lOth South America flight This oover has IID bac:h1amps between Malta .and 
Germany, but I assume it went on the same way like the 1933 .over. Anyway, the cover 
reached. Stuttgart on ()(;tober 6, 1934 between noQn and l pm according to the aniv.a\ on 
the front and back side. This October 6 arrival was in time to make the Stuttgart October 
7 early morning departure for South America: This was the Lufihansa DLH catapult 
service going by airplane via Gambia and Natal to South America. At Stuttgart, there was 
also the red flight cachet applied with the STAR symbol. But before sending the cover .on 
the October 7 DLH/catapu1t flight, the post officers read the routing instruction which 
says ZEPPELIN and did not send 1fte cover by DLH/catapult service. Instead the cover 
w-as forwarded to Friedrichshafen to connect a week later with the zeppelin seiVice 1o 
South America. At Friedrichshafen a similar flight cachet was applied, this time with the 
·letter "B" instead of the STAR symbol (STAR cachet was used at Stuttgartllater at 
Frankfurt while the B cachet was used at Friedrichshafen). TI~en zeppelin flight to South 
America This is the l.mly Malta. e~)Ver I know flo-..¥n on this flight .. 
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MALTA 

1934 (8th- 19th December) - 12th South America "Christmas" Flight 

lift(¥~'~ J 

~j'I4M-~ 

00v~-/f.)4 1?J~ 

R 
VALLETTA 

(MALTA) 

1181 
...lla..~e ~ 4 . 

••n n••••ch• •• •• h•••• ••hh•h .,.n•••~• •h 

Registered postca r d to RECIFE, PERNAMBUCO (Brazil) franked with 
K.G.V 3/3d s t amps cancelled with the AIR MAIL/MALTA/3- DEC 1934 
viol e t rubbe r handstamp. Transit Milano/-4.12.34 datestamp struck 
on reverse. 
Endorsed at Fried r ichsha f en with confirmation of the 12th South 
America Flig h t 'Christmas' cachet in green. 
Backstamped PERNAMBUCO 5! SECCAO- MANHA/ 12 Xll. 34 arrival mark. 



MALTA 

1934 (9th July) cover from Malta to RECIFE/PERNAMBUCO (Brazil) with the K.G. V 2/4id 
stamps cancelled by the violet AIR MAIL MALTA rubber date stamp. 
q.P.O. ~AL7A 1547/34 reference number entered in manuscript red ink. 
Cover was intended to travel on the Zeppelin 4th Flight to South America of 
21st July 1934 but for some reason it missed the flight. 
Manuscript Pa~ 9~at Z€pp€Lin deleted. Instead it went via Roma/12.V11.34, 
Ventimiglia/14.7.34 and on to Marseilles-MARSEILLE-GARE-AVION/15.7.1934. 
The cover was then carried by the French "Air Maritime" arriving at PERNAMBUCO on 
the 29th July 1934 as per back stamps. 
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MALTA 

This GrafZeppelin postcard postmarkcd 2/une 1933 appea(S to have been sent to catch 
the Zeppelin Italian Flight, wbich took place on 28/29 May 1933. 
The manuscript reads Malta-Rome!Round-trip Flight (cr~ out )I. Drop- ojJ: Livorno. 
Apparently, it was quite normal for mail-drops from the Graf Zeppelin at certain 
locations whilst en-route (i.e. it didn't land). In this case however, there was no 
mail-drop planned for Livorno, although otber cards and covers carried on the Italian 
Flight are similarly inscribed, suggesting advanced infonnat.ion may have indicated this. 
This postcard was posted too late to catch the Graf Zeppelin at Rome, as it departed for 
Friedrichsbafen on 29 May 1933. By 3'4 June the GrafZeppelin was on its way to 
Brazil, arriving there on 6.6.33, (200 South America Flight}. Incidentally this Flight 
included a planned mail-drop at Barcelona, Spain en-route. 
This postcard seems to have been conveyed on the existing SANA airmail service to 
Rome, which was flown by Dornier Wal I-AZEC on 3n1 June 1933 (Tripoli-M.alta
Syracuse-Naples-Roole). From Rome it appears to have travelled by surface to Holland, 
arriving there on 6th June 1933 as per back stamps. 



MALTA 

1934 (27 June) registered awer to RECIFEIJ'ERHAMBUCO (Bruil) Jet1t via Rome 29.6.1934, Gellova 30.6. !934, flown on 
the German Catapult mail servieestartingllt S1ultprton 7.7.1934, Bllburst 9.7.1934, anivlngNalal tt .7.1934 just oft'the 

ooal, and finally Pemamlluco 12.V11.1934.TheCttapula mail mvieewutlownby Domier WaJ J U D-AFAR&mrunron Bf 
{lflt I'CWIIUe rerviee. 

The Deucsdle Luftpost rnarkiAg was used at Sluapt flona Fem.y 1934 to iadicate a spec:ill connec:Ung tligt. t'Dr 
'Zeppelin' Mr"''icef but in tbisc:aetbe postal dMc at Slllltpt ~·thllt- tlaougb tbe-- Jlllldced via Zeppelin, 

il:would id toP~,qujeker oa.t!Je...,..mait ICI'VK:e IJiu waltiq for die 11$ (~Zeppelin ftight., 
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Some further research has yielded the answer - your cover was flown on the 
German Catapult mail service between Bathurst, Gambia and Natal, Brazil. The 
service in question started at Stuggart on 7. 7.1934, Bathurst 9. 7.1934, arriving 
Natal 11.7 .1934. The Catapult mail was flown by Domier Wal J II D-Afar Samum 
on its first revenue service. 

The cover ties in quite nicely, with the Stuggart dates tamp of 7. 7.1934 and 
Pemambuco arrival on 12.VII.34, the day after the flying boat arrived at Natal just 
up the coast. (Note that the postmark looks to be 12.VII.34, not 19.VII.34 as stated 
above.) Presumably, the postal clerk at Stuttgart realised that even though the cover 
was marked via Zeppelin, it would get to Pemambuco quicker on the catapult mail 
service than waiting for the next (4th) Zeppelin flight. 

On a more general note, from 1934 the Zeppelins and Catapult flights operated 
at roughly the same frequency providing two flights per month, increasing and 
towards the end of the year, the schedules were integrated to provide a regular 
weekly service. There is a book titled Deutsche Lufthansa- South Atlantic Airmail 
Service 1934-1939 which covers the subject - on page 151, part of the schedule for 
1934 is printed both Zeppelin and Catapult flights. There's a low resolution image 
on webpage http://www.hahnstamps.com/dlh-catapult-flights-2.html 

For more information on Malta Zeppelin, please consult the 40th 
Anniversary of the PSM Journal Vol 35/1 -April 2006, Malta Zeppelin, by 
Dr ABonnici 
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After the "HINDENBURG" disaster on May 6, 1937 when commercial 
flights by German airships ceased, the South Atlantic flights 
were operated solely by flying boats and, later, seaplanes. 
A total of 328 crossings was made before the service was withdrawn. 

l
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Cover addressed to BUENOS AIRES (Argentina) franked with K.G. V1 
3/- stamps cancelled by AIR MAIL • MALTA/SF 5 38 metal datestamp. 
At Frankfurt ' *DEUTSCHE LUFTPOST c EUROPA-SUDAMERIKA' cachet 
applied in red. Onwards to Gambia where "WESTFALEN" was ancho r ed 
with a Blohm and Voss HA 139 aboard waiting catapulting off for 
the Atlantic flight. The "SCHWABENLAND" was anchored off the coast 
of South America. 
Arrival backstamp BUENOS AIRES/C.G./ARGENTINA/11.9.1938. 
Finally on 12 SEP 1938 the British Embassy applied an oval blue 
receiving mark. 
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